Maritime Liens
on Equipment
By Ben Schupp, McGlinchey Stafford PLLC
liens on equipment
M aritime
fall into two general categories: equipment that is an
appurtenance of a vessel, and
equipment that is cargo aboard a
vessel. While both are maritime
liens, the type of person that can
exercise such liens differs greatly.
Liens on appurtenances must be
asserted by “strangers to the
vessel,” while liens on cargo are
only available to vessel owners or
bareboat charterers, i.e. owners
pro hac vice of the vessel. The
“appurtenance” lien is enforced
through arrest of the vessel to
which it pertains, and the cargo
lien is enforced through arrest of
the cargo itself. Two different
liens, but with the same name
and the same powerful priority.

Appurtenances Are
Equipment Essential to the
Vessel’s Navigation, Operation or Mission
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While originally, appurtenances
were often defined as equipment
essential to the navigation of the
vessel or the specific voyage
upon which she is embarked,1 a
more complete modern definition includes all equipment
aboard a vessel that is essential to
the vessel’s navigation, operation
or mission.2 As one might
expect, the nature of equipment
covered by a maritime lien or
preferred ship mortgage varies
greatly depending on the nature
of the vessel’s mission. For
example, slot machines and
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sport book equipment are
appurtenances to a casino
vessel,3 pipe-laying equipment is
an appurtenance on a pipelaying vessel,4 cement loading/
unloading equipment is an
appurtenance of a cement
carrier,5 and telecommunications/internet services are appurtenant to a cruise ship.6 The
reasoning behind the appurtenance concept is that one
extending credit to a vessel has
the right to assume that the
entire vessel, including all of her
equipment essential to her navigation or current mission, stands
as security for the debt.7

The Equipment Need Not
Always Be Aboard a Vessel
for the Lien to Attach
While being “aboard” the vessel
helps the argument that the
equipment is subject to a
maritime lien, removed equipment can be appurtenances
subject to a maritime lien.8 Even
equipment never installed on
the vessel (like a spare tail shaft)9
can be an appurtenance. A
vessel trailer was found to be an
appurtenance because it was part
of the vessel’s “usual equipment”
and “essential to the operation
and mission of the vessel.”10

A Maritime Lien May
Attach To Equipment Not
Owned by the Shipowner
While a maritime lien generally
attaches to vessel appurtenances

even if owned by parties other
than the vessel owner,11 courts
sometimes give protection to
lessors of equipment against ship
mortgage holders where the title
to such equipment is distinctly
separate from the title to the
vessel.12 In situations where a
lender has a UCC security
interest in charterer’s equipment
aboard a vessel, it is recommended that the lender mark
the equipment and document
the lender’s rights in the equipment before its installation on
the vessel. For example, in F/V
Golden Dawn,13 the equipment
was marked with the following
legend: “Property of Raytheon
Company. Not to be sold or
moved.” Additionally, the lease
contained
the
following
language:
Neither the nameplate nor
the property tag on the
equipment shall be removed
or modified, nor shall the
equipment be removed from
the place where installed
under Company's supervision without the written
consent of Company. ***
Lessee shall not suffer any
execution to be levied on said
equipment, and shall immediately notify Company of
any attempt to make such
levy and of any attempt to
levy upon or libel the vessel.
By taking such precautions, the

lender was able to protect the
leased equipment from being
sold as an appurtenance of the
vessel.

Only “Strangers to the
Vessel” Can Assert a
Maritime Lien on
Equipment that is
an Appurtenance
Maritime liens, subject to the
exception noted below, are
intended to safeguard the interests of strangers to the vessel, not
vessel owners or those who can
control the vessel’s affairs.14
Thus, owners and bareboat
charterers don’t get a lien on
their own vessel and its equipment, nor do joint venturers.15
As the Fifth Circuit has stated,
“when the seas get rough, one
who looks, thinks, acts, and
profits like an owner cannot
retreat to the relatively safe
harbor of a maritime lienor.”16
This likely holds true even if the
“lien” was acquired through
subrogation.17

Only Shipowners and
Bareboat Charterers Can
Assert a Maritime Lien on
Equipment that is Cargo
Courts have long recognized
that a vessel owner has a
maritime lien on the charterer’s
cargo for freight or hire, absent a
provision in the charter to the
contrary.18 So, if the cargo is
equipment, the vessel owner has
a lien on that equipment as long
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as the owner maintains actual or
constructive possession of the
equipment.19 Even if the cargo is
delivered, the shipowner enjoys
a strong presumption that,
absent a clear indication to the
contrary, he has not waived his
lien on cargo.20 A prudent carrier
will provide in the applicable
charter or bill of lading that the
lien remains after delivery of the
cargo, or condition delivery on
the lien not being extinguished.
Another alternative is to substitute security by, for example, a
sum of money held in escrow.
While maritime liens do not
arise from the agreement of the
parties,21 they can sometimes be
preserved or extinguished by
agreement or implication.
Because
the
shipowner’s
maritime lien rights are limited,
creative counsel will sometimes
try to expand the traditional
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concept of cargo to include
equipment utilized by charterer
in its work aboard the vessel. In
Racal Survey U.S.A., Inc.,22 the
shipowner tried to expand its
maritime lien for a breach of
charter to include seismic equipment that was used by the bareboat charterer in its oil and gas
operations. The Fifth Circuit
rejected the attempt, holding
that the seismic equipment was
not cargo, and concluding “…
that [the vessel owner’s] attempt
to extend the concept of a
maritime lien is unavailing.”23

Maritime Liens Have
Priority Over UCC
Security Interests
While a creditor may take an
Article 9 UCC security interest
in equipment, the shipowner’s
maritime lien has priority over
such security interest in the same
collateral.24 Similarly, whether a
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maritime lien claimant has lien
priority over other creditors in
bankruptcy depends on admiralty and maritime law, not the
law that governs transactions
occurring on land.25

Conclusion
While courts will sometimes
expand the type of equipment
that can be considered an appurtenance and thereby become
subject to a maritime lien, they
seem less willing to expand the
traditional concept of cargo to
include equipment not carried
for a fee. Further, courts are
reluctant to expand the class of
persons eligible to claim
maritime liens. Whether equipment not owned by the
shipowner can be subject to an
appurtenance type lien often
seems to depend on whether the
lien is from a ship mortgage or a
maritime lien. Equipment
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lessors have often thwarted ship
mortgage holders by marking
and documenting their ownership of equipment separate from
the vessel itself. Conversely,
maritime lien claimants have
often been successful in asserting
their lien over leased equipment.
Finally, because maritime liens
have priority over UCC security
interests and can be rapidly
enforced through arrest, we
expect parties and their counsel
will continue to try to push the
limits on both the appurtenance
and cargo fronts to have their
claims against valuable equipment deemed maritime lien
claims.
Ben Schupp, a maritime attorney at
McGlinchey Stafford PLLC in New
Orleans, has been engaged in marine
finance and the litigation of maritime
lien claims for 30 years.
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